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The War Cabinet were informed that a squadron 

of Blenheims was being sent from Egypt to Athens. 


One British Battalion was arriving in Crete 

that day. Two more Battalions, completing a Brigade? 

would be:sent as soon as General Wavell could make the 

necessary arrangements with the Naval authorities. 

Anti-aircraft and field guns were also being sent to 

Crete. 


The view was generally expressed that if, as 

appeared probable from the news already received, the 

Greeks put up a good resistance, we should have to be 

prepared to take some risks in order to send them 

help. 


In this connection THE PRIME MINISTER 

referred to the nine Yeomanry and two Regular Cavalry 

Regiments now in Palestine; He felt that more use 

should be made of this force. For example, thoy 

might relieve some of the troops in Egypt now employed 

in security duties. 


Reference was made to the question whether 

wafr material due to be despatched to Turkey should be 

diverted to Greece. it was urged that we should do 

everything we could to help Greece immediately. On 

the other hand, in the long run Turkey might be 

more important to us than Greece * 


The War Cabinet took note of 

these statementsi 
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(1st November, 1940 - 12 Noon.) 


The War Cabinet were informed that a squadron 

of Blenheims was being sent from Egypt to Athens. 


a-'distance. One British Battalion was arriving in Crete 
that day. Two more Battalions, completing a Brigade, 

Ifprevious would be' sent as soon as General Wavell could make the 
:ef erence: necessary arrangements with the Naval authorities. 
jLMo(40) 279th Anti-aircraft and field guns were also being sent to 
Conclusions, Crete. 
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appeared probable from the news already received, the 

Greeks put up a good resistance, we should have to be 

prepared to take some risks in order to send them 

help. 


In this connection THE PRIME MINISTER 

referred to the nine Yeomanry and two Regular Cavalry 

Regiments now in palostinci He felt "that mere use 

should be made of this forcte. For example, thoy 

might relieve some of the troops in Egypt now employed 

in security duties; 


Reference wasmade to the question whether 

wafr. material due to be jiespatched to Turkey should be 

diverted to Greece-. 1% was urged that we should do 

everything we could to help Greece immediatelyi On 

the other hand, in the long run Turkey might be 

more important to us than Greece* 


The War Cabinet took note of 

these statements* 
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(1st November, 19=10 - 12 noon) 


The War Cabinet were informed that 

five large French destroyers had been sighted 

east of Gibraltar at 0730 on 31st October, making 

westwards. They had been shadowed by H, Mo Ships 

in order to make sure that they did not proceed 

in the direction of the French Biscayan ports. 


We had not been notified in advance of 

the movement of these destroyers,, On the other 

hand, we had been notified in advance of a 

recent move of French submarines from Casablanca to 

Oran. 


Reference was made to a report from ? 

Tangier (Telegram No, 623)' that it was intended 

to bring the JEAN BART to a French Mediterranean 

port. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that we could 

not allow either the JEAN BART or the RICHELIEU 

to enter the Mediterranean, These two vessels 

when completed would be perhaps the most powerful 

capital ships in the world0 It was a greater 

risk than we could accept to allow them to 

proceed to ports under German control (in which 

he included Toulon and French North African ports) 

where they could be completed and made ready for 

action against us0 The addition of these vessels 

to the German Fleet would go far to alter the 

balance of strength at sea, 


- THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the JEAN 

BART might perhaps take a year to complete^ 

Questions of high policy as- well as Naval factors . 

had to be taken into account in reaching a decision 

So far as the Naval factors went, there wore risks 

on both sidesv On the one hand the risk of the 

two new French battleships being added to the 

German Fleet.- On the other hand the more immediate 

risk that our action in forbidding them to enter 

the Mediterranean might land us in hostilities with 

France. In that event the whole French Fleet as it 

now stood (which, normally speaking^ was in 

readiness for sea) would pass under the control 

of our enemies, A very considerable part of that-

Fleet was now in Mediterranean waters0 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that wo must 

not allow ourselves to become obsessed with the 

idea that we must never in any circumstances 

offer provocation to the Vichy Governments That 

obsession might bring great dangers in its 

train. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that we 

were conducting our relations with the Vichy 

Government in a kind of twilight, in which 

we had-to balance opposing risksD Our present 

suspicion of Vichy and all its works was natural 

and justified. Yet we had to remember that 

competent and friendly advisers such as the 

Polish Charge d'Affaires at Vichy (wliom he had 

recently seen) viewed the position rather 

differently,, 


The Viohy Government had given us a 

number of assurances of good behaviour, for 

example, on October 22nd the French Naval 

Attache at Madrid had conveyed to Sir Samuel 

Hoare an assurance that we had nothing to fear 

from the Freach Navy unless we attacked them. 


It seemed to him that the difficulty 

could be solved by careful handlings . We must not 

let matters come to the point when one or other 

of these capital ships tried to enter the 

Mediterranean, and a battle ensued. We should 

prevent matters reaching this point by telling 

the Vichy Government that we should not allow 

either of these ships to enter the Mediterranean, 


THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY drew 

attention to Tangier Telegram No0 595, which 
Showed that the French Naval Intelligence wero 

anxious to ascertain full particulars of all 

British warships in harbour or under repair at 

Gibraltar, If the greater part of our warships 

were away from Gibraltar for a time, as they 

would be in the near future, the news would 

probably get back to Vichy  This might be the 
c
signal for an attempt by the two French 

battleships to get past the Straits
c 


It was suggested that, in the absence 

of British capital ships, the French capital 

ships would have to be held up by our small 

craft, even if it meant torpedoing them0 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said 

that there was nothing to prevent the Germans 

from taking the two battleships at any moment,, 

once they were in a French Harbour,, 


The War Cabinet:
(a) Recorded the view that the 


RICHELIEU and the JEAN ?:RT 

- .	 should on no account oe al.lo-.jl 


to, fall into German hands * 


http://al.lo-.jl




s 


(b) Invited the Foreign Secretary to 

make it clear to the Vichy 

Government that we should not 

allow either of these two ships 

to proceed to any port where they 

might fall.into German hands: i, e0
we should not allow them to enter 

the Mediterranean or to proceed to 

any..-- of the. Atlantic "ports on the coast 

of Metropolitan France. 


Richmond Terrace, Ŝ W*.1* 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that the Greek Minister had "been to see him 

that morning, and had made three requests* First, 

for aircraft, A.A. guns, anti-tank guns and rifles. 

Secondly, that we should, through our Representative 

in Washington, give our support to requests the 

Greek Government would be making to the United 

States for the delivery of certain armaments. Thirdly, 

that we should allow the Greeks to use the machinery 

of our British Purchasing Commission in the United 

States for the purchase of arms. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had 

promised the Minister an answer as' soon as possible. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that over the week
end he had been in consultation with the Chiefs of 

Staff over the military assistance which we could 

send to Greece. It had been decided to take certain 

steps, and action, which would take some time to 

carry out, was in train. 93iis action couldp of 

course, be cancelled if the War Cabinet did not 

agree with the decisions reached. 


Looking at the matter from the military 

point of- view, it was of the utmost importance to 

help Greece to resist the Italian attack. The 

Greeks were now mobilising 14 Divisions, and there 

was a reasonable prospect that a Greek front against 

Italy could be built up. Strategically, he thought 

that the loss of Athens would be as serious a blow 

to us as the loss of Khartoum, and a more irreparable 

one. If the Italians secured the Greek islands they 

would be in a position to dominate the Black Sea 

approaches with their air force, and to interfere more 

effectively with our shipping in the Mediterranean. 


Our public opinion was most anxious for' 

British intervention in Greece. If Greece was over
whelmed, it would be said that in spite of our 

guarantee we had allowed one more small ally to be 

swallowed up. We could answer such criticisms by 

pointing out that the guarantee had been a joint 

Anglo-French guarantee, and that the plans for imple
menting it had been in the hands of General Weygand. 

But no answer would really help if another small 

ally was overwhelmed. 






The Prime Minister then read to the 

War Cabinet:" 


(a) A telegram which he had sent to the 

. Secretary of State for War, now in Cairo. 

(b) A telegram which the Chiefs of Staff had 


sent to the Commanders-in-Chief, in the 

Middle Basto 


£"These telegrams are attached 

as Appendices^? 


The substance - of these telegrams was 

that it was only in the air that we were in a ^ 

position to render sufficiently speedy assistance 

to Greece, It was impossible for anything from 

the United Kingdom to arrive in time, and the 

only course was to draw upon our resources in Egypt 

and to replace them from home as quickly as possible. 

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Middle East, 

had already sent to Greece a composite squadron 

of Blenheims, consisting of 9 Blenheim fighters 

and 6 Blenheim bombers. They had arrived on the 

previous day0 His directive to the British 

authorities in the Middle East was that 3 more 

squadrons (1 Gladiator and 2 Blenheims) were to 

be sent from the Middle East to Greece as soon as 

properly defended aerodrome s were ready to receive 

them0 Our immediate air reinforcements to Greece 

would thus amount to h squadrons in allo These 

would be followed by a second Gladiator squadron, 

as soon as the arrival of Hurricane reinforcements 

in Egypt made this possible0 


The necessary ground staff and anti
aircraft guns would be sent to Greece and installed 

before any further squadrons were sent (over and 

above the composite squadron of Blenheims already 

despatched). At the best it would be a week 

or ten days (according to the availability of guns 

and shipping; before these were in position^ 


In addition to air operations from Greece, 

it was intended to increase the weight of attack 

from Malta by bringing the number of Wellingtons 

temporarily operating from there up tc;.-34* 


If necessary, a second British battalion 

was to be sent to Crete; one battalion had 

already arrived there. We should endeavour as 

rapidly as possible to establish a Naval base 

in Crete. Orders were being given for tb.e despatch 

of the necessary antiaircraft guns, boom defences, 

etCqi 






The Prime -Minister made the following 

additional points:

(i)	 We could not foretell how the Italians 

would react to these moves0 It was 

obviously-essential to keep as secret 

as possible the strength and the origin of 

our reinforcement So Nevertheless, the 

Italian Intelligence Service would obtain 

at any rate part of the facts and this 


" might decide the Italian Commander in 

Libya to press his attack on the Western 

Desert Pronto 


(ii)	 The British authorities in Egypt. 

thought that we should not send more 

air reinfdrcoments tlvm one 

composite Blenheim squadron.-, £he 

Secretary of State for Was? endorsed 

this views There... had been 

no time to bring the Secretary of State 

home for consultation0 Nevertheless, it 

was certain that th^ turn which events 

had taken made it necessary to accept 

a risk in the Middle Easto That risk 

was of a temporary nature only, since 

large air reinforcements, which would 

more than make good the gap,, were on 

the way to Egypt by various routes0
These would include 3h Hurricanes which 

would be embarked at once in HoMvS 

FURIOUS, disembarked at Takoradi, and 

flown .onwardso The first of these 

Hurricanes should arrive in Egypt by about 

the 2nd Decembero 


(iii)	 The air was already our weakest point "in 

Egypt  The decision now taken would for 
e
the time being reduce by half our air 

strength ih that country,, 


(iv)	 The idea of despatching to Greece a larger 

air contingent consisting of k squadrons 

of Hurridanes and U squadrons of 

Wellingtons had been considered and 

rejectedi There was ho prospect of 

improvising aerodromes to operate so many 

squadrons * 


(v)	 We could not hope to preserve the 

Turkish Alliance if our reinforcements 

to Greece were on a smaller scale than 

now proposed^ 






The fallowing were the main points made in 

discussion:

(a)	 THE FOREIGN SECRETARY welcomed the 

decisions taken "by the Prime Minister. 

To have sent no help to Greece would 

have undermined the will to resist.of 

the other Balkan countries.. 


- (h) In reply to a question, THE CHIEF OF THE 

AIR STAFF said that it would he possible 

to evacuate from Greece the aircraft now 

to he sent there if that course were later 

decided upon. But in that case the 

ground staff and ancillary Services would 

prohahly he left "behind. 


(c)	 In view of the dangers of leakage, we 

had not yet told the Greek Government what 

assistance we were sending to them. The 

difficulty was to find a way of heartening 

the Greeks, without disclosing our weakness 

in the Middle East. The Kink" of Greece and 

General Metaxas, should he told in strict 

confidence the number of squadrons we were 

sending. 


(d)	 Since our forces in the Middle East consisted 

largely of Dominion troops, it was essential 

that the Dominion Governments should he told, 

in strict confidence, of our decision and 

of the fact that we were making good with 

the utmost speed the resultant gap in the 

air defences of Egypt. 


(e)	 There was no possibility whatever of 

providing, either from this country or 

from the United States, the munitions for 

which the Greek Government had asked. Any 

munitions provided from the United States 

would reduce the supplies availahle to us. 


(f)	 THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that 

he would let the Foreign Secretary know 

in a few days what could he done to meet 

certain of the Greek demands. 


(g)	 THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

said that he was considering whether he 

could send a consignment of rifles to -

Greece. He had already sent 22 anti
tank rifles from Egypt$ *md he might he 

ahle to send 50 more from this country. 






(h)	 The Chief of the Imperial General Staff 

undertook to send to Greece a number of 

instructors in dealing with unexploded 

bombs. 


The War Cabinet i
(i) Approved the instructions issued by 


the Prime Minister as to the 

despatch of five squadrons and A*A* 

protection to Greece from Egypt. 


(ii) Approved the action proposed by the 

Chiefs of Staff to make good the 

resultant diminution in our air forces 

in Egypt by the despatch of air 

reinforcements from this country* 


(iii) Invited the Foreign Secretary	 to 

instruct Sir Michael Palairet to 

inform the King of Greece and General 

Metaxas of the help which we had 

decided to send to their country, 

making it clear 
(a) That this, information was to 


be treated as strictly seeret 

and personal, and that they 

would be endangering the common 

cause if they disclosed either 

the extent of the Z'.J$XC?JOVQQV33Z&& 

or whence they came0 


(b) That the date of the arrival of 

the air reinforcements would 

depend in part on the date at 

which the Greeks would put 

adequately defended aerodromes 

at our disposalo 


(iv)	 Invited the Dominions Secretary, 

after consultation with the Service 

Departments, to inform the Dominion 

Prime Ministers in strict confidence 

of the decisions which had been 

taken, making it clear to them 


(a) That we had felt obliged to 

run certain risks in 

Egypt for the time beingo 


(b) That the squadrons now being 

sent to Greece from Egypt were 


 0 0
being vev?r-^A  quickly as 

possibles 


H' 
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APPENDIX A. 


From the War Office to Commander-in-Chief, Middle East. 


Telegram 37528, Cipher despatched 13*25 4*i:£40. 
o o


Prom Prime Minister to Mr. Eden. 

My telegram 87460 of 3rd November and your 


A.E. 53, 54 and 55 of same date. 


We are sending you Air reinforcements arriving 

as fully explained in accompanying message from Chiefs of 

Staff. Send at once to Greece one Gladiator squadron 

and two more Blenheim squadrons, three in all. If 

necessary send a second Battalion to -Crete. Agreeably 

with arrival of our air reinforcements aforesaid and 

at earliest send one more Gladiator squadron. A.A. guns 

for airfields in Greece should precede arrival of 

squadrons. You should not abandon your special plan, 

though perhaps some postponement may be necessary. 


APPENDIX B. 


Following from Chiefs of Staff to Commander-in-Chief, 

Mediterranean, Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, and 

Air Officer Commanding-iri-^Chief, Middle Easto 


No* 23. 


It has been decided that it is necessary to give 

Greece the greatest possible material and moral support 

at the earliest possible moment. Impossible for anything 

from United Kingdom to arrive in time. Consequently only 

course is to draw upon resources in Egypt and to replace 

them from United Kingdom as quicly as possible. 


2. The following plan has therefore been submitted 

by the Chiefs of Staff and has been approved by the Prime 

Minister^ In concert with other Commanders-in-Chief, you 

will put this plan in train at once and report your 

arrangements and time table. Plan begins. 


3* As a first step aerodromes must be prepared for 

the operations of three Blenheim and two Fighter Squadrons. 

On the information available to us Tatoi and Elousis 

appear the most suitable. Adequate anti-aircraft 

protection must be established before aircraft arrive* 

Greeks have very little anti-aircraft artillery. They 

are, however, being pressed through our Minister to 

provide anti-aircraft defence for aerodromes you propose 

to use. Detailed requirements will be made direct by 

Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Middle East, or his 

representative to Greek Commander-in-chief. In addition 

one battery H.A.A. guns and one battery LoA.A. -guns should 

be despatched from Middle East to supplement what 

Greeks may provide. These will be replaced from home 

as soon as possible^ 






4. The following aircraft will he sent to 

Greece as soon as properly defended aerodromes are 

ready." Three Blenheim. Squadrons (including the one 

already- sent) and one Gladiator Squadron to he 

followed by a second Gladiator Squadron the moment 

Hurricane reinforcements.permit. All essential 

personnel, transport, equipment and ancillary Services 

for these squadrons must he provided from Middle 

East. To compensate for these withdrawals 

reinforcing aircraft will he sent as quickly as 

possible under the following arrangements: 


(a) Fighters. 


Thirty-four Hurricanes with pilots will 

he embarked at once in H.M.S. FURIOUS, 

disembarked at Takoradi and flown onwards. 

First of these Hurricanes should arrive in 

Egypt about 2nd December. Ground personnel 

for these aircraft will arrive about the 

same date via Mediterranean. 


(h) Bombers. 


In addition to the replacement and re
equipment programme already in progress, 

an additional thirty-two Wellingtons will 

be sent to Egypt via Malta. These will go 

in relays starting forthwith. Necessary 

personnel and stores for above will arrive 

in Egypt via Mediterranean about 2nd 

December. 


5. In addition to air operations from Greece it 

is intended to increase the weight of attack from 

Malta by bringing the number of Wellingtons operating 

temporarily from that place to twenty-four. The 

passing of Wellingtons to Egypt after operating from 

Malta will continue as fast as weather permits transit 

from the United Kingdom. About 200 personnel9 stores 

and bombs will be despatched to Malta by cruiser 

arriving there on 17th November. 


6. It is fully appreciated that this plan will 

leave Egypt very thin for a period. Every endeavour 

is being made to make this period as short as possible. 
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NAVAL OPERATIONS, THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the following 

dispositions had been taken:

"Enemy Raider in 

the Atlantico (l) REVENGE to the Clyde and ROYAL SOVEREIGN 


to Halifax, in order that they might 
Coun te r-me asur e s cover outward and homeward North Atlantic 

adopt edo convoys. ROYAL SOVEREIGN had had to turn 


back to Freetown with boiler-tube defectc 


(2)	 RENOWN to a position approximately 500 

miles West of Cape St. Vincent, to cover 

Gibraltar and Sierra Leone convoys and 

also a troop convoy which had been 

steaming some 3 00 miles to the South of 

the scene of action, but had now been 

ordered to turn to the South-east. 


(3)	 Three "Town" Class (ex-United States) 

destroyers, which v;ere about 180 miles 

to the westward of the position of the 

attack, to proceed to pick up survivors 

and to attack if opportunity offered... 


(4) Five other "Town" Class (ex-United States) 

destroyers which were further to the 

westward, to spread, search and shadow 

by day,, and attack by niehto 


(S)	 REPULSE, with o^e ship of loth Cruiser 

Squadron and 3 destroyers, was proceeding 

direct to the area of the'attack, 


(6) The Flag Officer	 Commanding, 1st Battle 

Cruiser Squadron, in HOOD, with 2 ships of 

15th Cruiser Squadron and screening 

destroyers, was proceeding to cover the 

approaches to Brest and L'Orient, in a posi
tion approximately 300 miles West of 

Land's End.' 


(7) The Commander-dn-Chief, Home Fleet, in 

NELSON, with RODNEY, SOUTHAMPTON and 6 

destroyers, was leaving Scapa at 7 a.m, 

that day to cover the Iceland-Faroes 

passage. 


(8) AUSTRALIA'was leaving the Clyde to 

rendezvous with the Flag Officer Command
ing, 1st Battle Cruiser Squadron. ' 


-1





The First Sea Lord also described the action 

taken to deal with other convoys. One outward-bound 

convoy had. been due to disperse early that morningo 

It had been decided that the best course \?as to allow 

this convoy to proceed, but to order it to disperse 

earlier than had otherwise been intended. 


Two other convoys which had been leaving the 

Clyde had been turned back. The convoys from Halifax 

had also been turned back. 


A 7-knot convoy had been steaming some 200 miles 

to the South of the area of attackc The Admiralty 

had decided to leave it to the Commodore of the 

convoy, who would receive the signals from the scene 

of action, to issue such orders as were required. 


The War Cabinet took note of this 

information.. 


Richmond Terrace, SoW.l. 
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(8th November, 1940 - 11.30 a.m. ) 


I FRANCE. THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY referred 

to the action to be taken if the "JEAN BART" and the 


The French 'RICKELIEU" tried to reach Toulon, If, as might well 

Fleet. happen, our larger surface vessels were otherwise 


engaged, only submarines would be available to stop 

DEAN BART" these ships passing through the Straits, In that 

and "RICHELIEU'.' case should orders be given to the submarines to sink 


them at sight? A further possibility, following the 

(Previous appointment of Admiral Laborde as Commander-in-Chief 

Reference; at Toulon, was that he might, with a superior force, 

V7.M. (40) 283rd steam west to meet the "JEAN BART" aid the "RICHELIEU". 

Conclusions, In that case he imagined that orders should be given 

Minute 4.) to our forces to avoid action. 


THE SECRETARY'OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that he hoped that the warning which had been 

sent to the Vichy Government would be effective. If, 

on the other hand it became necessary to sink these 

two ships, the Vichy Government might take stronger 

action by way of reprisal than bombing Gibraltar.. 

This danger had to be weighed against the potential 

danger of these two ships being in the Mediterranean. 

The big object in view was to get North Africa and 

General Weygand over to us. If we had to'sink the 

"JEAN BART" and the "RICHELIEU" all hope of this 

would have to be abandoned. 


THE PRIME MINISTER stated that he did not 

think that the French had any intention of moving the 

"JEAN BART" and the "RICHELIEU". So long as they 

were outside the Mediterranean the Vichy Government 

could always threaten Germany that they would turn 

these ships over to us. Once they had passed into 

the Mediterranean this card could not be used. In 

his opinion their passing into the Mediterranean 

would be a definite hostile act against us. 


The Prime Minister said that President 

Roosevelt had always taken a great interest in the 

fate of these two French battleships and he thought 

that it might be desirable to telegraph to the 

President and suggest to him that he should warn the . 

Vichy Government against moving them. 






The War Cabinets
(a) Invited the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs to draft a telegram 

from the Prime Minister to President 

Roosevelt suggesting that the 

President should warn the Vichy 

Government against moving the 

"JEAN BART" and the -RICHELIEU" 

. from their present positions. 


(b) Invited the First Lord of the 

Admiralty to issue instructions 

that if the "JEAN BART" and the 

"RICHELIEU" endeavoured to move 

either into the Mediterranean or to any 

French West Coast Port, they should 

be stopped unless overwhelming force 

was brought against our naval forces. 


(c) That if submarine action was 
necessary to prevent the 'JEAN BART" 
or "RICHELIEU" moving into the 
Mediterranean, or to any French 
West Coast Port, the submarines 
should be authorised to sink at 
sight^rf^fo unjuwiu^i U-4xW.Us i b*r 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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SA.VAL OPERATIONS.. THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF raised the 


Escort for Convoy. question of the arrangements to be made for 


escorting the W. S.4. convo7/ to the Cape and beyond. -


This matter was now of added importance, as the 


ADMIRAL SCHEER was at large. The convoy would 


shortly arrive at Freetown, and the Admiralty 


suggested that it should then be divided into two 


parts5 one fast and one slow. It was proposed that 


the DEVONSHIRE, after fuelling at Lagos, should go out 


to meet the convoy and should escort half of it as 


far as the Cape. This would leave one D. Class 


cruiser to watch Duala until the arrival there of 


the NEPTUNE. The arrangements suggested involved 


a certain amount of risk in the event of an attack 


being made by the Vichy forces on Duala. 


THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the risk was 


one which could properly be taken. 


The War Cabinet 


Agreed that the DEVONSHIRE should be 

employed to escort part of the 

W.S.4. convoy from Freetown to Cape 

Town, as proposed. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that the War 

Cabinet were very indebted to the Secretary of State 

for War for having undertaken this visit. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that 

the defences of Gibraltar had been prea-f--ly strengthened 

in recent months. There v/ere 4 battalions of infantry, 

Possibly one might be replaced by sappers. Jtaother 

tunnelling company was badly needed, and would be arrfcing 

shortly. We were strong in artillery at Gibraltar, 

though not in mobile artillery. The chief improvement 

which y/as required in the defences was to put under
ground more of the essential services, particularly 

hospitals. 


The water question should be improved by 

installation of condensers.before these were required 

next summer,, Work was now in progress. (See W,P.(40) 438)


The Governor was anxious for early information 
in the event of the War Cabinet considering that we 
were on the eve of (a) Spain's entry into the war 
against us or (b) a German push through Spain. He 
would then propose to take time by the forelock, 
first , by certain sabotage measLires, secondly, by 
scuppering the positions which the Spaniards had 
prepared in La Linea. 

Our people in Gibraltar took a gloomy view 
of conditions in Spain, and did not believe that the 
Spaniards would resist a German attempt to -advance 
through their country. 

The garrison of Malta (6 British Battalions, 

2 Batteries of 25 pounders, and a Company of I tanks) 

now afforded reasonable insurance against an Italian 

landing. General Dbbbie would like two more 

battalions, but this was on the assumption that seven 

days might elapse after an attack on Malta before 

help was received from the Mediterranean Fleet, 

possibly a rather pessimistic estimate. The garrison 

was almost entirely deployed on the beaches, and the 

mobile reserve had appeared rather inadequate when he 

(the Secretary of State) had visited the island. 

Since then one more British battalion had arrived. 


I





The recruiting of Maltese had fallen to 50fo 

of normal, largely, it was understood, on account of 

their discontent with the pay offered. This point 

was "being taken up. Up to the present the "bombing 

of Malta had not been formidable, by London standards 

and the civil population remained in good heart. T?heSavai 

authorities wanted some mine-sweepers, to prevent the 

exits from the harbour from being mined, and some 

motor torpedo boats. These would be valuable in 

preventing enemy warships standing off the island out 

of range of the coast defences and bombarding it. 

They were also anxious for a number of small 

submarines. 


All our authorities were ex;erj.clse&t 

ore:?' the enomy communications to "Nort....'Africa; 

Very little /traffic between Italy and North... 

-Africabad been detected by air reconnaissance, and 

it was puzzling to know exactly how the Italians 

supplied their Army in Libya. Possibly a good 

deal passed over by night. The Italian vessels 

were believed to cross over to Tunis, and then to 

hug the coast to Tripoli or Benghazi. Very little 

shipping had been observed in these harbours. Ix" 

the Germans began sending reinforcements to Libya, it 

would become a matter of great importance to interrupt 

their communications. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that our own 

communications between Alexandria and Malta would be 

improved by our occupation of Crete. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR gave the 
War Cabinet an appreciation of the strategic position 
in the Western Desert. Maps showing the British and 
enemy dispositions were handed round. The enemy 
disposed of 6 divisions between Bardia and Sidi Barraria 
General Wilson thought that water supplies and 
communications presented such difficulties that not more 
than 5 divisions were likely to" be brought against us at any 
one time. We had taken steps to break up the road 
from Mersa Matruh to Sidi Barrani. General Wilson 
thought that any further large scale enemy advance 
would almost certainly be in two columns: (a) a column 
along the coast, and (b) another column 1 0 or 20 miles to 
the south along the escarpment. 

The Secretary of State explained the strength 

and dispositions of our forces, and the plan of 

operations which it was intended to follow in. jfeheevent 

of an Italian advance on the above lines. At 

present there were no indications of any Italian 

advance on a major scale. 






The recruiting of Maltese had fallen to 50fo 

of normal, largely, it was understood, on account of 

their discontent with the pay offered. This point 

was being taken up. Up to the present the bombing 

of Malta had not been formidable, by London standards 

and the civil population remained in good heart. TPheHavai 

authorities wanted some mine-sweepers, to prevent the 

exits from the harbour from being mined, and some 

motor torpedo boats. These would be valuable in 

preventing enemy warships standing off the island out 

of range of the coast defences and bombarding it. 

They were also anxious for a number of small 

submarines. 


All our authorities were extfrjCiSjedt 
ore:?' tho enomy communications to "Nort-x- Africa, 
Very little /traffic between Italy and North... 
-Africa had been detected by air reconnaissance, and 
it was puzzling to know exactly how the Italians 
supplied their Army in Libya. Possibly a good 
deal passed over by nighto The Italian vessels 
were believed to cross over to Tunis, and then to 
hug the coast to Tripoli or Benghazi. Very little 
shipping had been observed in these harbours. r£ 
the Germans began sending reinforcements to Libya, it 
would become a matter of great importance to interrupt 
their communications. 

THE FIRST SEA LORD said that our own 

communications between Alexandria and Malta would be 

improved by our occupation of Crete. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR gave the 
War Cabinet an appreciation of the strategic position 
in the Western Desert. Maps showing the British and 
enemy dispositions were handed round. The enemy 
disposed of 6 divisions between Bardia and Sidi Barrario 
General Wilson thought that water supplies and 
communications presented such difficulties that not more 
than 5 divisions Were likely to" be brought against us at any 
one time. We had taken steps to break up the road 
from Mersa Matruh to Sidi Barrani. General Wilson 
thought that any further large scale enemy advance 
would almost certainly be in two columns: (a) a column 
along the coast, and (b) another column 1 0 or 2 0 miles to 
the south along the escarpment. 

The Secretary of State explained the strength 
and dispositions of our forces, and the plan of 
operations which it was intended to follow in, Jihs...event 
of an Italian advance on the above lines. At 
present there were no indications of any Italian 
advance on a major scale. 
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The position would he completely altered 

if German forces on a considerable scale, with large 

numbers of tanks, arrived to take part in the 

Western Desert battle. Whereas the Italians had 

always used their tanks in conjunction with infantry, 

the Germans might adopt Blitzkrieg tactics; for 

example, they might contain Mersa Matruh, and attempt 

a rapid advance on Alexandria or Cairo. In either" 

case they would have to avoid the large marshy 

depression of SI Qattara. 


The Secretary of State described the 

strategy which General Wilson intended to adopt in 

the event of a Blitzkrieg, and the local defences of 

Alexandria and Cairo. The ground in the immediate 

neighbourhood of both towns was very unsuitable for 

tank operations. 


The position at Siwa was unsatisfactory. Siwa 

had some small military importance as a possible jumping 

off place for an attack on Giarabub, though none from the 

point of view of the defence of Egypt itself. Except £&? 

one British company the whole of the garrison of 

Siwa consisted of Sudanese troops, with Egyptian Officers" 

It was extremely doubtful whether these latttet 

would stand and fight, and there was a rjroposal to 

replace the Egyptian officers by British officers. 


Summing up, the Secretarjr of State said 

that the military position on the W stern Desert front 
e
was far more favourable than had seemed possible a few 
months previously. There was little doubt that we 
could hold an attack by Italian land forces. 
Indeed, we should, welcome an attack on the Mersa 
Liatruh line. Our weakness was in the air. For 
some time after the withdrawal of the fj squadrons to 
Greece we should only have 3 fighter scuadrons available' 
one Hurricane squadron and one Gladiator squadron at the 
front, and one Hurricane squadron, in support covering a 
Alexandria and Cairo, la addition there was a serious 
shortage of anti-aircraft guns, especially Bofors 
guns. The Italians had been most unenterprising J 
in the air, but we had to bear in mind the 
possibility of German air forces operating against our 
line Of communications, which would create a most 
dangerous situation^ 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that 

aircraft. would be reaching the Middle East in 

successive batches from now onwax"ds. Considerable 

numbers would have arrived by 2nd December. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF gave figures of 

the air reinforcements which were being sent to the 

Middle East. By 7th December those reinforcements 

would have amounted, to 

l\2 Hurricanes. 

32 Blenheims. 

k2 Wellingtons. 


116 aircraft 






By 25tli January, the reinforcements would 
have amounted to 

12+8 Hurricanes 0 

116 Blenheims * 


60 Wellingtons

65 Mohawks  e 


a


10 Glenn Martinso 
say 390 aircrafto 

T^e planned scheme of reinforcement and 
re-requipment would he complete hy 1st Marcho By 
that date there would be a net effective increase, 
over our present air strength in the Middle East, of 
167 aircraft. 

THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION said 

that he wished to enter a serious protest against 

these proposals,, To the open drain on our resources 

which the Chief of the Air Staff had described 

there had to be added a further drain in respect of 

spare parts. The central fact of the military 

situation that autumn had been that this country had 

been saved by our Hurricanes and Spitfires, and by 

nothing else. When the German air assault again 

became formidable, it would once more be Hurricanes 

and Spitfires which would stand between us and 

defeat. If they were not available in great 

quantities the enemy dive bombers would be able to 

destroy our aircraft industry. He did not see the 

same objection to the despatch of Defiant fighters, 

or of bombers, to the Middle East, 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the 

modifications required in the Defiants before they 

were fit for the Middle East would take a very long 

time. 


THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION said 

that if it was decided to send Defiants to the 

Middle East, he would see that they were equipped 

for tropical service with the maximum speed, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that the question 
of sending Defiants to the Middle East at a later 
date -should be consderede He was satisfied, however, 
that the present reinforcement of the Middle East by 
Hurricane aircraft should not be interfered with. 
If it had been a question of parting with, say, 500 
aircraft to the Middle East, he would not have 
favoured this course0 As it was, we were only 
parting with aircraft on a scale which the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production was in a posit ion* iraaediately 
to make good., Again, we should enjoy a certain 
easement in the air during the next few months. The 
scale of the operations against this country had been 
diminishing for some time paste 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR INDIA said that 

he^was in general agreement with the policy of sending 

help to Greece. It was important ito "get Greece to 
hold on, from the point of view of wearing down Italy 

and its effect on Tar key. 


He would like to see our land forces in the 

Middle East considerably increased. More ships ought 

to be made available for this purpose, even if it 

meant a cut in rations at home, The troops themselves 

might fairly be called upon to put up with some 

overcrowding and discomfort on board the transports, in 

order that the strength of our Army in the Middle East 

might be increased with the least possible delay. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES 
said that he also was in general agreement with the 

policy outlined. It was unfortunate that we lacked 

information on such essential points as the likelihood 

of German reinforcements arriving in the Middle East. 


THE PRIME MINISTER reminded the "War Cabinet 

that the Admiralty, together with the Ministry of 

Shipping had been invited tp examine the possibility of 

using some of the large, fast' ocean-going liners for 

transport purposes;, 


Later the Chiefs of Staff had initiated a Report 

on Basic. Shipping Requirements with a view to asdertainihg 

to what extent ship-oing-^would prove a limiting factor to . 

our future plans (Chiefs of Staff g56th Meeting, Minute 4) 

It was important that both these Reports should be 

submitted as early as possible. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 

troops engaged in the desert warfare had had no relief, 

and practically, no recreation with the exception of an 

occasional bathe in the Mediterranean, but they were in 

very good heart. 


The morale of the enemy. In the Navy it was 

poor; in the Air Force, good (this was confirmed by 

our Navy)j in the Army, rather mixed. 


The Sudan. Details were given of our forces 

in the Sudan, which had been strengthened.. 

Perhaps the most important point was the rebellion in 

Abyssinia, the prospects of which were now much more 

hopeful. Particulars were given of the various areas 

in which rebel activities had been stimulated. A good 

deal had been done in the way of sending in arms, rifles 

and money, but there was room for a good deal more. It 

was clear that the Italians were now being hampered by 

revolutionary movements, and were moving about in 

columns, for self protection. Our Air Force in the 

Sudan helped by bombing places indicated to them by 

Colonel Sandford. 






ft 


,


alestine and

rans-Jordan.


The view taken by the authorities at 

Khartoum was that our forces in the Sudan were now 

sufficient to counter any Italian offensive against 

Khartoum, taking account of the low morale of the 

enemy troops and' thfe difficult country. it was now 

thought that the Italian advances on Kassala, 

G-stllabat and Iloyale had been made with the object 

of capturing the places through which we might 

infiltrate into Abyssinia. 


There was some evidence that the Italians 

were short of supplies. All the prisoners taken 

complained of food difficulties, 


 In Kenya the military situation was 

affected toy the political motive. General Smuts 

was anxious to make an offensive which would finally 

remove any threat to Mombasa. The Secretary of 

State for War agreed that, if this offensive was 

not carried out, the West African Brigade in Kenya 

should be sent back to W st Africa. 
e


 Palestine and Trans-Jordan. There was one 

 problem of which the War Cabinet would be aware, 


namely, that if Syria was hostile to us, troops 

could advance through the Dera Gap into Palestine. 

Plans were now being prepared to meet such an 

advance, and the Arab forces in Palestine were being 

increased. We had, however, at present oui) military 

forces available to deal with such an advance from 

Syria. Finally, summing up the position as a whole, 

the Secretary of State for War said that 

General Wavell had summed up our strategy under the 

following three heads:-


First, to ensure the security of Egypt by 

the defeat of the Italian forces now 

threatening it. 


Secondly, to foster rebellion in Abyssinia 

and, by raids and local offenaives from 

Sudan and Kenya, to seek to liquidate the 

Italian forces in East Africa. We should 

thus remove threat: to^Red Sea and liberate,. .
our forces now engaged there for use in other 
theatres. 

Thirdly, to build up forces to assist Greece, 

Turkey and other Middle Eastern countries. 


THE PRIME MINISTER expressed the thanks of 

the War Cabinet to the Secretary of State for War 

for the very fine and enc ouraging account which he 

had given of the position in the Middle East. 


The War Cabinet:
(4) Took note, with warm approval, of the 


Secretary of State forWar*s account of 

his visit to the Middle East. 


(2)	 Invited the Admiralty, in conjunction 
with the Departments concerned,*to 
accelerate submission of the Reboots 
referred to at 'IA%, 

Richmond Terrace,, S.W. 1. 
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THE FIRST SEA LORD reported with regret the loss 
of 9 of the aircraft flown off H.M.S. ARGUS to 
Malta. The arrangements had been as follows. 
A flight of 6 Hurricanes, led by a Skua, had flown 
to Galleta Island, where they had been met by a 
flying-boat. This rendezvous had been made. A 
second flight of 1 Skua and 6 Hurricanes had also 
flown off,"but owing to a defect the second flying
boat had not been able to start, and a Glen Martin 
had been sent to make the rendezvous instead. The 
weather had deteriorated, and the Glen Martin had 
failed to make contact with the second flight. 
There was no doubt that in both flights the machines 
had carried a very small margin of fuel. 5 of the 
aircraft in the first flight had arrived with very 
little fuel left in their tanks- Two had force
landed in the sea, and one pilot had been picked 
up by a Sunder land f l7/"ing-boat. 

The second flight had asked for a D.F. bearing 

from Malta, which had been given. They had then 

been in a position due West of Malta. It was not 

known whether the signal had been picked up. Despite 

search none of the pilots had been picked up. 


The actual distance from the point at which 

the aircraft had flown off the ARGUS to Malta was 

385 miles; i.e., a point 40 miles further West 

than the last time when this manoeuvre had been 

carried out. 


An inquiry was being made into the circumstances 

of this most regrettable loss. 


The War Cabinet took note of this 

statement. 


. . . 
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(19th November, 1940 - 11. 30 a.m0). 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that on the previous 

evening the Defence Committee (Operations) had considered 

what air reinforcements could be sent to Greece in 

response to their urgent requests contained in Telegrams 

Nos.1134 of 17th-November and 1159 of 18th November 

from Athens. The Committee had been faced with the 

dilemma of conflicting claims,so common in war. In the 

end the Committee had decided to stick to the uromises 

tint had been made and to send 5 squadrons but no more,-. 

Thaea would consist of 2 squadrons of fighters and 3 of 

Blenheims, the latter being capable or iulx'iiling a dual 

role0 This would mean that some 74 aircraft in all would 

be despatched. Including the Blenheim aircraft already 

in Greece, 3 squadroons should have arrived by that 

evening and the other 2 would follow quite shortly. In 

addition to the above it had been decided that we should 

send 12 Gladiators for the use of the Greek Air Force 

itself, A telegram had already been sent to our Minister 

in Athens informing him of our decisions, (Appendix). 


The Prime Minister added that he did not think 

that the practical difficulties in regard to the 

movement of aircraft from one country to another were 

quite realised by the lay mind and evidently they 

were not realised in Greece,, It should be the 

business of our Air Attache'' in Athens to acquaint our 

Minister there with them and thus prevent impossible and 

unreasonable requests being put forward. As an instance 

of the amount of organisation that was necessary in 

order to keep a machine in the air, the Prime Minister 

said that in Egypt there were some 70 or 80 personnel 

on the ground for every machine that flew. This figure 

appeared much larger than was necessary, and he was 

inquiring into the matter with the Secretary of State for 

Air. 


The assistance which we now proposed to give to 

Greece would mean that our Air Force in Egypt would be 

greatly depleted and might be barely sufficient to cover 

our requirements there should the enemy decide to stage 

an air offensive on that front. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that he was seeing the Greek Minister that afternoon 

and, with the aid of the information contained in the 

telegram to our Minister in Athens, would inform him of 

the air assistance we proposed to send. 


The War Cabinet:-' . ( 


Approved of the decisions naaeh&d- "te$.,the 

Defence Committee (Operations) in 

regard to air reinforcements for Greece. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1. 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that on the previous 

evening the Defence Committee (Operations) had considered 

what air reinforcements could he sent to Greece in 

response to their urgent requests contained in Telegrams 

Nos01154 of 17th November and 1159 of 18th November 

from Athens. The Committee had been faced with the 

dilemma of conflicting claims, so common in war. In the 

end the Committee had decided to stick to the nromises 

that had been made and to send 5 squadrons but no more., 

Tisca would consist of 2 squadrons of" fighters and 3 of 

Blenheims, the latter being capaole or xu'lx'iJ.ling a dual 

role. This would mean that some 74 aircraft in all would 

be despatched,, Including the Blenheim aircraft already 

in Greece, 3 squadrons should have arrived by that 

evening and the other 2 would follow quite s h o r t l y I n 

addition to the above it had been decided that we should 

send 12 Gladiators for the use of the Greek Air Force 

itself, A telegram had already been sent to our Minister 

in Athens informing him of our decisions. (Appendix), 


The Prime Minister added that he did not think 

that the practical difficulties in regard to the 

movement of aircraft from one country to another were 

quite realised by the lay mind and evidently they 

were not realised in Greece, It should be the 

business of our Air Attache"" in Athens to acquaint our 

Minister there wjth them and thus prevent impossible and 

unreasonable requests being put forward. As an instance 

of the amount of organisation that was necessary in 

order to keep a machine in the air, the Prime Minister 

said that in Egypt there were some 70 or 80 personnel 

on the ground for every machine that flew. This figure 

appeared much larger than was necessary, and he was 

inquiring into the matter with the Secretary of State for 

Air0 


The assistance which we now proposed to give to 

Greece would mean that our Air Force in Egypt would be 

greatly depleted and might be barely sufficient to cover 

our requirements there should the enemy decide to stage 

an air offensive on that front0 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that he was seeing the Greek Minister that afternoon 

and, with the aid of the information contained in the 

telegram to our Minister in Athens, would inform him of 

the air assistance we proposed to send. 


The War Cabinet:-' 


Approved of the decisionsttaash&d- "toft-the 

Defence Committee (Operations) in 

regard to air reinforcements for Greece. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 






APPENDIX. 


DISTRIBUTION B. 


TO GREECE. 


Cypher telegram to Sir M. Palairet (Athens). 


Foreign Office. 19th November, 1940. 1.50 a.m. 


No  950o 
n


MOST IMMEDIATE. 


Your telegrams Nos. 1154 (of November 17th) and 

1159 (November 18th). 


Following from Prime Minister. 


Promised Gladiator squadrons are being sent to 

Greece with utmost despatch as well as the remainder of the 

three Blenheim squadrons. The effectiveness of the 

Gladiators in the land battle is of course dependent on the 

serviceability of forward aerodromes* Information on this 

point should be communicated at once to. Air Officer 

Commanding-in-Chief Middle East and repeated to London. 

In addition to Gladiator squadrons Air Officer Commanding*-in-

Chief is being requested to ferry over 12 more Gladiators 

for use of Greek Air Force. It is useless to talk about 

Hurricanes as immediate reinforcement since they cannot 

land at Crete en route and to fit extra tanks in place of 

guns and then reassemble them for. operations would be a 

long business. Moreover we doubt whether Greek personnel 

could service or operate Hurricanes without special training. 

Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Middle East is being informed 

by Air Ministry. 
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THE BALKANS. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that it appeared that Germany and Italy were 


(Previous equally surprised at the effective Greek resistance 

Reference: to the Italian attack. There were also some grounds 

W.M.(40) 294th for the view that Germany did not want war to spread 

Conclusions, over the whole of the Balkans at the present time; 

Minute 3.) that Germany had not yet made up her mind how to act, 


and that her time-table might have been disarranged. 

Italian invasion It also looked as though if Germany decided to 


intervene in the Balkans, she would be more likely to 

go through Bulgaria which was unlikely to resist, 

than through Yugoslavia, which would probably do so. 


THE PRIMS MINISTER thought that Mussolini 

might have been afraid that Hitler was doing a deal 

with France at his expense, and have given the order 

for the Italian ultimatum to Greece, contrary to 

Hitler's wishes. If this was so, it might be that 

Germany had no counter move ready to redress the 

position. But it would be rash to draw any conclusion 

favourable to ourselves. Germany might well be medi
tating a stroke on the lines which would be most 

embarrassing to us, namely, through Bulgaria to 

Salonika. Germany might count on inducing Bulgaria 

to give her right of passage and on persuading 

Turkey also to stand aside. 


Discussion ensued as to how long it would 

take Germany to strilce dov/n from Roumania,on to the 

Aegean. It had been reported that Germany had only 

30,000 troops in Roumania. Our General Staff put 

the figure higher, and thought that a move through 

Bulgaria could be operated in a matter of days, 

relying largely on rail transport. It was pointed 

out that German troops had been established in 

Roumania for some time, and that preparations for a 

rapid forward move might have been in hand for some 

time, 


THE PRIMS MINISTER referred to telegrams 

Nos. 1310 and 1511 to Turkey, -which set out the 

arguments for and against bringing Turkey into the 

war at this stage. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY explained that these 

telegrams had been despatched after the Meeting of the 

War Cabinet held on Friday, 22nd November, when it 

had been decided to invite the Turkish and Yugoslav 

Governments to make a joint delaration to Bulgaria. 

(This suggestion now seemed unlikely to materialise, 

as Yugoslavia was afraid to commit herself so openly.-) 

At the same Meeting it had been decided to communicate 

to our Ambassador at Ankara, for his own information, 

the substance of the Chiefs of Staffs' view on the 

question whether" it would be to our advantage to 

bring Turkey into the war at this stage. 






In discussion, the War Cabinet were QC 

reminded that the Chiefs of Staff, after very. 
careful consideration, had come to the conclusion 

that the arguments on each side were nicely 

balanced. . They had, however, considered that the 

balance was turned by one over-riding factor, . 

namely, that if Turkey entered the war now we 

should be sure of her alliance, whereas if Greece 

was first over-run she might accede to Axis 

demands without fighting at allo It was suggested . 

that it would be desirable that our Ambassador 

should be given clear and specific guidance as 

to the line he should take on this point, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, while in genegal agreement with this 

view, said that he^gSStty boli-eAE&d. that Turkey 

would fight if Germany attacked Bulgaria or 

Yugoslavia or attempted to march through either 

of those countries. If, however, Turkey came 

into the war now, this would almost certainly bring 

down a German attack on the Aegean. Was it in 

our interest to bring that about, if there was a 

chance that it might be postponed until we had had 

time to make fuller preparations to meet it? Further 

he doubted whether there tmc anything which we could do 

which would persuade Turkey to como into the war, 

unless and until Germany attacked, or marched 

through5Bulgaria or Yugoslavia^ 


At the suggestion of THE PRIME MINISTER, 

the War Cabinet:-


Agreed that the question whether 

it was to our advantage to bring 

Turkey into the war at this stage, 

and the instructions thereon to be 

sent to our Ambassador at Angora, 

should be further considered by the 

Defence Committee (Operations) that 

eveningo 


Richmond Terrace, S.W*1* 
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(26th November, 1940 - 12 Noon.) 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF reported that 

the Chiefs of Staff had decided on the following 

redistribution of A.A,, gy.ns in order to strengthen 

anti*-airei3aft defence in the Midlands:-


Present. Increased to. 
Birmingham district 64 96 
Coventry 40 40 

Sheffield 28 
(no increase) 

Derby 

Manchester 
28 
24 

44 
36 
40 

Crewe 8 
16 

These increases had been made at the expense 

of the A.A. Defence of London and the Home Counties. 

40 guns had been taken from London, leaving 192 in 

the inner artillery zone. 


THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION asked 

that the Air Staff should make arrangements for 

Hurricane Squadrons to be based on aerodromes near to 

certain production factories, especially the Austin 

factory near Birmingham. He said that the presence 

of fighter aircraft near the factories had a great 

psychological effect on the workers, and gave them 

such confidence that their work improved and their 

output increased. It would be impossible to sustain 

the working force in factories, unless the workers 

felt that they were being given adequate protection. 


, THE MINISTER WITHOUT PORTFOLIO said that he 

had /vio4tod the Austin factory duing the previous 

weekend and there was no doubt that production was 

going down, It would continue to decline unless the 

workers were given confidence, through feeling that 

they had some form of increased protection. 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that 

difficulties v/ould immediately arise if aircraft 

units, which were part of the coherent scheme of 

defence of this country, were allocated for the 

protection of particular factories,, The presence 

of fighters at an zovofipoms near a factory did 

not add to its protection,, Prom the point of view 

of air fighting it made no difference whether our 

fighters were based 5 or 50 miles away from a 

factory. That the presence of a fighter 

squadron near a factory was no defence was shown 

by the fact, that fighter aerod;;cmos had themselves 

suffered most severely from enemy attack. He 

would, however, endeavour to make arrangements 

for fighters to fly over areas which had suffered 

from enemy bombing and would see that they flew 

over Coventry on the following Thursday when the 

Minister of Labour would be in that,City, 


THE MINISTER OP AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 

pressed that other factories should be treated in 

the same way. He suggested that special units mjight be 

created which could be centred round those 

vulnerable areas on which so much of our war 

effort depended. He saw no reason why the 

strategic scheme of the Air Staff should suffer 

if additional squadrons were created for this 

purpose. It might even be possible to place 

trainer Hurricane squadrons in the vicinity of 

factories. 


Reference was made to other areas in 

need of protection, and the MINISTER OF LABOUR said 

that he was worried about the Hillingdon factory 

near Glasgow, the defences of which were not 

very strong. 


The general view of the Vfar Cabinet was 

that, while, in order to restore or maintain 

confidence it was desirable that fighter aircraft 

should if possible show themselves frequently near 

essential key points, it was not possible to 

contemplate a splitting up or redistribution of 

our air defence system, to meet a series of 

requests from work people in particular factories 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said 

that as regards the Austin factory, as the 

Minister for Aircraft Production attached such 

importance to it, he would be prepared to make 






THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that 

difficulties would immediately arise if aircraft 

units, which were part of the coherent scheme of 

defence of this country, were allocated for the 

protection of particular factories. The presence 

of fighters at an cc-rodeome near a factory did 

not add to its protection. From the point of view 

of air fighting it made no difference whether our 

fighters were based 5 or 50 miles away from a 

factory0 That the presence of a fighter 

squadron near a factory was no defence was shown 

by the fact, that fighter aerod:,;cmos had themselves 

suffered most severely from enemy attack. He 

would, however, endeavour to make arrangements 

for fighters to fly over areas which had suffered 

from enemy bombing and would see that they flew 

over Coventry on the following Thursday when the 

Minister of Labour would be in that^City. 


THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 

pressed that other factories should be treated in 

the same way0 He suggested that special unite mJight be 

created which could be centred round those 

vulnerable areas on which so much of our war 

effort depended. He saw no reason why the 

strategic scheme of the Air Staff should suffer 

if additional squadrons were created for this 

purpose,, It might even be possible to place 

trainer Hurricane squadrons in the vicinity of 

factories. 


Reference was made to other areas in 
need of protection, and the MINISTER OF LABOUR s a i d 
that he was worried about the Hillingdon factory 
near Glasgow, the defences of which were not 
very strong. 

The general view of the War Cabinet was 

that, while, in order to restore or maintain 

confidence it was desirable that fighter aircraft 

should if possible show themselves frequently near 

essential key points, it was not possible to 

contemplate a splitting up or redistribution of 

our air defence system, to meet a series of 

requests from work people in particular factories 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said 

that as regards the Austin factory, as the 

Minister for Aircraft Production attached such 

importance to it, he would be prepared to make 






it a special case and "base 6 Hurricanes on an 

aerodrome near by.. At the same time, he would like 

the War Cabinet to realise,that it would be impossible 

to treat other factories in a similar manner without 

weakening the general fighter defence of this country, 

and that it was undesirable to let it be known that a 

concession was being made in this case. 


The War Cabinet:
(1) Took note of the redistribution 


- of the A.A. Defences. 


(2) Took note of the discussion	 in 
regard to the basing of 
Hurricane aircraft near the Austin 
Factory. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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(27th November, 1940, 5.0 p.m.) 


In connection with the discussion on the 


effectiveness of British bombs, THE SECRETARY OF 


STATE FOR AIR undertook to consider the possibility 


of dropping mines in Northern Italy, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said he thought that 


preliminary arrangements should now be made so that, 

if the War Cabinet decided in favour of this course, 


we could bomb the Roumanian oilfields from air bases 

in Greece. Steps should be taken to examine the 


suitability of a number of aerodromes in Greece, 


both on the mainland and in the Greek islands. Lemnos 


was mc:n.Vi.o;.\. u. xxi ujaxs cosxioccion If suitable aero
dromes were nut available, steps should be taken to 
make all the necessary preparations and to arrange 
for the servicing of the aircraft, so that action could 
be taken at very short notice if the War Cabinet 
decided that the Roumanian oilfields should be bombed. 

The Secretary of State for Air undertook 
to arrange for this matter to be examined 
and for an early report to be made to the 
War Cabineto 
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MILITARY THE PRIMS MINISTER reminded the War Cabinet of 
OPERATIONS, the main sequence of events. After the French defection 

our position in Egypt had looked precarious. Nofwith-


Libyao 	 standing the risk of invasion at home, we had sent 

strong reinforcements to Egypt, including tanks and 

artillery. When the Secretary of State for War had 

visited Egypt some four or five weeks ago, he had found 

the condition of the Army so much improved that the 

High Command in Egypt were considering whether they 

could not take the offensive. Then haa come the 

Italian attack on Greece, and we had had to deplete our 

air forces in Egypt in order to support the Greeks. 

Five squadrons had been sent to help them, and the King 

of Greece, in writing to the King, had said that this 

air help had constituted a decisive turning-point. 

Meanwhile we had taken steps to replace, from this 

country, the aircraft sent to Greece, while Air Marshal 

Longmore had withdrawn to Egypt two squadrons from Aden 

and another from the Sudan. In consequence, the 

Command in Egypt had felt able to proceed with their 

intention to take the offensive. 


It had been necessary to observe the greatest 

secrecy in regard to this operation, and he (the Prime 

Minister) had therefore only sought the approval of the 

Defence Committee (Operations). General Wavell had been 

assured that if he cared to run the risk of undertaking 

offensive operations, he would be supported by those at 

home, even if the operation was unsuccessful^ 


The main British and Italian forces had, until 

three days ago, been separated by some 75 miles, 

although the advance parties were, of course, much 

closer. Three days ago we had started to move up 

large forces. It was a cause of satisfaction that we 

had been able to carry out these movements without any 

hindrance from the enemy. At dawn that morning our forces 

had attacked. So far, the only news received was that 

we had captured the camp at Mibiewa, some 15 miles 

South of Sidi Barrani, and had taken 500 prisoners, 

and that the enemy reaction had been slight. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR explained the 

main purpose of the operation in progress..^ It was 

intended that the 4th Indian Division, with 50 infantry 

tanks, should attack the 2nd Libyan Division, which 

occupied a position South of Sidi. Barrani. If this was 

successful we should bring up the Armoured Division, 

together with the New Zealand Brigade force which was 

held in reserve, to exploit the situation by5 a sweep 

towards the coast. Part of the garrison of Mersa 

Matruh had also been brought up to advance on . ̂  . 

Sidi Barrani along the coast. We might hope to inflict: \ 

a decisive defeat on the 1st and 2nd Libyan Divisions. 

The difficulties of communications were, howeverp. very 

groat, and might well operate to prevent any very large 

advance o 
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(9th December, 1940, 5.0 p.m.) 


MILITARY 
 THE PRIME MINISTER reminded the War Cabinet of 
OPERATIONS^ the main sequence of events. After the French defection 

our position in Egypt had looked precarious. Nofwith-
Libya, 	 standing the risk of invasion at home, we had sent 

strong reinforcements to Egypt, including tanks and 

artillery. When the Secretary of State for War had 

visited Egypt some four or five weeks ago, he had found 

the condition of the Army so much improved that, the 

High Command in Egypt were considering whether they 

could not take the offensive. Then had come the 

Italian attack on Greece, and we had had to deplete our 

air forces in Egypt in order to support the Greeks. 

Five squadrons had been sent to help them, and the King 

of Greece, in writing to the King, had said that this 

air help had constituted a decisive turning-point. 

Meanwhile we had taken steps to replace, from this 

country, the aircraft sent to Greece, while Air Marshal 

Longmore had withdrawn to Egypt two squadrons from Aden 

and another from the Sudan. In consequence, the 

Command in Egypt had felt able to proceed with their 

intention to take the offensive. 


It had been necessary to observe the greatest 

secrecy in regard to this operation, and he (the Prime 

Minister) had therefore only sought the approval of the 

Defence Committee (Operations), General Wavell had been 

assured that if he cared to run the risk of undertaking 

offensive operations, he would be supported by those at 

home, even if the operation was unsuccessful. 


The main British and Italian forces had, until 

three days ago, been separated by some 75 miles, 

although the advance parties were, of course, much 

closer. Three days ago we had started to move up 

large forces. It was a cause of satisfaction that we 

had been able to carry out these movements without any 

hindrance from the enemy. At dawn that morning our forces 

had attacked. So far, the only news received was that 

we had captured the camp at Mibiewa, some 15 miles 

South of Sidi Barrani, and had taken 500 prisoners, 

and that the enemy reaction had been slight. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR explained the 

main purpose of the operation in progress.. It was 

intended that the 4th Indian Division, with 50 infantry 

tanks, should attack the 2nd Libyan Division, which 

occupied a position South of Sidi Barrani. If this was 

successful we should bring up the Armoured Division, 

together with the New Zealand Brigade force which was 

held in reserve, to exploit the situation by3 a sweep 

towards the coast. Part of the garrison of Mersa 

Matruh had also been brought up to advance on 

Sidi Barrani along the coast. We might hope to.inflict " 

a decisive defeat on the 1st and 2nd Libyan Divisions. 

The difficulties of communications were, however* very 

scat, and might well operate to prevent any very large 
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AIR POLICY. 	 THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the Prime 

Minister, who was unable to be present that evening, 
Operation was in favour of a modification of our bombing policy 
"Abigail". against Germany. He had asked that the matter 

should be discussed by the War Cabinet in order that 

action, if it was to be taken, should not be delayed. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that it 

was now widely appreciated that the Germans had 

altered their bombing policy against this country. 

The Prime Minister had given instructions for plans 

to be prepared for retaliation in kind. 


Up to the present we had never sent more 

than 80 bombers to attack one town, and we had never 

concentrated on the destruction of a town as such. 

We had been faithful to our policy of picking out 

military targets. / Usually a degree of dispersion 

had resulted from the fact that there had been three 

or four such targets in the towns which we had visited. 

The political question for decision by the T/ar Cabinet 

was whether we were to concentrate as formidable a 

force of aircraft as we could command, with the 

object of causing the greatest possible havoc in a 

built-up area. 


If the political decision was in favour of 

a "crash concentration" against a single German 

town the following military considerations should be 

taken into account. 


(1)	 The target chosen should be a town of some 

industrial importance. 


(2)	 We should rely largely on fires, and should 

choose a closely built-up town, where bomb 

craters in the streets would impede the fire 

fighters.' 


(3)	 We should choose a town which we had not 

constantly visited, and where the A.R.P. 

organisation was unlikely to be in good 

trim. 






(4)	 To save fuel and increase our bomb load, 

the target should be as near to this 

country as possible, 


(5)	 Since we aimed at affecting the enemy's 

morale, we should attempt to destroy the 

greater part of a particular town,, The 

town chosen should therefore not be too . 

large. 


(6)	 In view of weather conditions there must 

be alternative targets. 


The views of the Air Staff on particular 

targets were as follows:-


Hanover came first in the order of 

preference. It was a closely built-up 

town.of some 440,000 inhabitants. It 

had important industries, including oil 

and rubber. We could not, however, 

produce results at Hanover as devastating 

as the results at Coventry; we should not 

be able to send over more than 200 aircraft
on one night, whereas the Germans had sent 

over 500 aircraft against Coventry, a town 

of some 250,000 people * 

Mannheim came second. It was an 

industrial town of some 275,000 people, 

comparable with Coventry. 


Frankfurt had a population of over 500,000, 


Duisberg was a suitable target, but had 

already been heavily bombed. 


Dusseldorf. had also been heavily bombed. 


Munster was a town of suitable size-


Emden was too small. It had a population 

of only 34,000,, 


Cologne was too big. Its population was 

about 765,000. It had been bombed on 

numerous occasions. 


The following were the main points made in the 

discussion:

(l)	 The question was entirely one of expediency, 

and we should be guided by what was the most 

effective course to pursue., 


( 2 )	 One important point was whether, if we 
adopted the course proposed, the result 
would be that Germany would bomb this 
country more heavily than she was doing at th3 





present timei The view of the Air staff 

was that Germany was already putting out her 

maximum effort, and that the scale of her 

bombing attacksjagainst this country was 

about 2^ or 3 times the scale of our attack 

against Germany. There was, therefore, no 

reason to suppose that Germany could 

inflict heavier punishment on us. 


(3)	 If we were to devote our main energies to 

concentrated attacks on German cities, we 

should have to conserve our resources to a 

considerable extent on intervening nights. 

With the Royal Air Force at its present 

strength we could probably make one big 

concentrated attack a week, but should have 

to sacrifice a considerable part of our 

long-term plans for destroying, e.g., German 

oil installations. 


(4)	 There was a risk that if we embarked on a 

policy of concentrated attacks on one German 

city after another, and Germany adhered to 

the same policy, we should become involveg. 

in an attempt to keep pace with Germany in 

this form of attack. If this happened, 

our bombing effort would be permanently 

diverted from the military targets against 

which it was at present directed. 


(5)	 The Chief of the Air Staff said that the 

intention was that concentrated attacks of 

the kind now proposed should normally be 

launched on nights when there was little 

moon, relying on the fires started by 

incendiaries to guide the later aircraft 

t?o the target. Moonlight nights would be 

reserved for attacks on industrial targets 

Which were harder to pick up. The Air 

Staff wished however that the first concen
trated attack should take place in moonlight, 

so as to make sure of success. 


(6)	 The course of action proposed involved a 

change of policy - the diversion from 

strictly military objectives to a political 

objective, namely, the effect on German 

morale. It was for this reason that the 

matter was being brought before the War 

Cabinet. 


(7)	 The Chief of the Air Staff said that 200 

tons of bombs dropped on a closely built 

area in a single night would create more 

havoc than 20 tons of bombs dropped on 10 

separate nights, owing to the cumulative 

effect of the spreading of a large number 

of fires, the destruction of water mains and 

the blocking of streets. 






IS 


General agreement was expressed with the 

view that there was much to he said for 

our bombing policy including more concen
trated attacks on particular objectives 

than had previously been the general 

practice. 


(8)	 The Chief of the Air Staff said that he 

would anticipate fewer casualties from a 

single concentrated attack, than from the 

same degree of effort spread over several 

objectives. 


(9)	 The proposal that the first concentrated 

attack should be directed against Hanover 

met with a good deal of criticism. 

Hanover was the centre of the old 

German aristocracy, it was strongly anti-

Nazi, and had long associations with this 

country. An attack on Hanover might well 

lead to reprisals against say, Oxford or 

Winchester. 


(10)	 It was suggested that, if the Air Staff were 

to depart from the policy of attacking 

strictly military objectives, and were to 

carry out an attack, the object of which 

was to affect German morale, they should 

seek the advice of persons who had exnert 

knowledge of how German opinion in particular 

areas would be affected by such an attack. 


(11)	 This led to a discussion of various targets. 

Politically there was much to be said for a 

concentrated attack on a quarter of Berlin. 

But the long distance would greatly reduce 

the effective bomb load. 


(12)	 Discussion then turned on what towns 

offered the nearest parallel to Coventry 

or Birmingham. It was explained that most 

of the industrial towns in the Ruhr ware 

spread out. For the most part they did 

not offer any closely built up areas 

comparable with cur Midland industrial cities. 

Of ten, too, the military targets were well 

away from the residential areas. 


(13)	 The Air Staff had taken the view that this 

concentrated attack should be made against 


- an area which had not already been heavily 

bombed. This view was questioned. Although 

the areas which had been heavily bombed had 

probably npw got more effective A.R.P. and 

fire-fighting services than the areas which 

had not been heavily attacked, their morale 

was probably somewhat lowered. There was 

thus no reason why a city like Dusseldorf 

which had been heavily bombed, if otherwise 

suitable, should not be included in possible 

targets. - 





The War Cabinet reached the following 

conclusions 


(a) While confirming our existing air 

policy, agreed that the maximum scale 

of attack should, by way of experimer 

be concentrated, on one night in the 

near future, against a single objective. 


(b) In selecting this objective, preference 

should-be given to a town which would be 

recognised as having a predominantly 

industrial character, was suitably 

located, and offered a target vulnerable 

to concentrated air attack. 


(c) Hanover should accordingly be omitted 

for the present. A town might be 

chosen from the following list:-


MANNHEIM, 

FRANKFORT, 

DUISBURG, 

DUSSELDORF and perhaps 

HAMBURG.. 


(d) No previous announcement should be made 

that this attack was being carried out 

by way of reprisal for the German attacks 

on Coventry, Birmingham and Bristol, 

and no special publicity should be given 

to it afterwards. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W .1 
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GERMANY. THE PRIME MINISTER said that Hitler's next 

move was a matter of speculation. It looked as 


Future if he did not mean to make any effort in the 

Intentions. Balkans where things were quiet. It might he 


that he would take charge of Italy, but that would 
not be a victory for him. The most menacing 
outlook was in Spain and there had been some 
indications that he might make a move in that 
direction with the object perhaps of occupying the 
N* African coast. Such a move Would cause us 
great embarrassment. The j.Jrime Minister 
continuing said that he had discussed the situation 
with the Ebreign Secretary and the Chiefs of Staff 
on Saturday, and the conclusion had been arrived at 
that it would be advisable, in the circumstances, 
to delay certain operations and movements which had 
been contemplated. By so doing we should have 
certain reserves in hand to meet Hitler's next 
move, should that move be towards the Iberian 
Peninsula and the N . African coast. This 
postponement would have the advantage of leaving 
Admiral Cunningham free to assist General Wavell 
should the latter decide on further operations 
along the Libyan coast. 

The War Cabinet took note of this 

statement. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1 .  f 
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AIR POLICY. 


Christmas Eve 

and. Christmas 

Day. 


(Previous 

Reference j

W.M. (40) 305th 

Conclusions;

Minute 1.) 


LORD HALIFAX referred to telegram No, 1595 

from our Minister at Berne reporting that there 

would he no blackout in Switzerland on the night of 

24th/25th December "in the hope that our (Swiss) ail
space will not be violated on Christmas night". 

Our Minister hoped that it would be possible to avoid 

impairing the goodwill of the Swiss people by flights 

over Switzerland on Christmas night or on Christmas 

eve. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that 

from the Air Staff point of view, it would be 

unfortunate if we were to be debarred from carrying

out operations on either of these two nights, since 

the number of nights which were suitable for bombing

raids on Northern Italy v/ere few. At the same time.,

he appreciated that there was a big political point 

involved, and that the War Cabinet might decide that 

it was better that we should not carry out bombing

flights over Swiss territory on these two nights. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought that 

this policy should be applied to bombing operations 

against Italy and Germany on both nights. We should 

not, of course, make any statement in advance as to 

our intentions in this matter. If, however, we did 

in fact refrain from bombing attacks on these two 

nights, we should get credit for it. 


The War Cabinet:-


Agreed that while the Air Staff must,

of course, retain discretion to act as 

necessary in any unforeseen emergency,

Our policy should be not to launch 

bombing attacks against targets in 

Italy or Germany/on Christmas Eve or 


occupied Christmas Day, say from dusk on the 

territory 24th December until after midnight on 


the night of the 25th/26th December. 


No public indication should be given of 

our intentions in this matter.: 

If the enemy should bomb this country

heavily on Christmas Eve, the question 

whether we should bomb Germany or Italy

on Christmas Day should be reconsidered. 


Richmond Terrace, SoW.lfl 
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JPHE BALKANS 	 THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that he under
i 	 stood from the Air Officer Commanding in Greece that 

Mr Bases 	 the Greeks raised some objections to our preparing 


aerodromes in Northern Greece. They were afraid that 

stich action might provoke Germany. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that Sir M. Palairet had reported a similar attitude. 

In telegram 1419, however, Sir M. Palairet said that he 

understood from Admiral Turle that the policy of H.M. 

Government was to establish themselves strongly in the 

Northern Aegean, and in particular to establish air 

bases at Mitylene and Lemnos . Sir M. Palairet said 

that he proposed to put this policy to the President of 

the Council. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that we had no wish to 

Craw Germany down on Greece, although German interven
tion in the Balkans was to be anticipated in the long 

run. He thought, however, that we should proceed with 

the construction of aerodromes south of the line 

Olympus-Aerta. There could, of course, be no question 

of our bombing the Roumanian oilfields from Greek 

aerodromes without first having obtained the permission 

of the Greek Government. 


The Prime Minister said that the construction 

of aerodromes in Turkey was also of importance. If the 

presence of Officers in uniform at these aerodromes 

presented difficulty, reconnaissance and supervision 

should be carried out by men in civilian clothing,. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN'AFFAIRS 

undertook to concert with the jftppqiiao .ftfani rtpj* a telegram 

to Sir M. Palairet on the action to be taken in regard 

to the preparation of aerodromes in Northern Greece.

peat Qsmge Street, S .W.1, 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that M. Dupuy who 
had already rendered invaluable services by establishing 
contacts with the Vichy Government was again returning 
to Vichy and hoped on his return journey to visit 
North Africa and see General WeygancU The Prime 
Minister said that he had prepared a Note, which had 
been submitted to and had received the approval of 
the Chiefs of Staff, for the guidance of M. Dupuy when 
he saw General WeygancU In this note M. Dupuy had 
been authorised to tell General Weygand that, if he 
unfurled his flag again in North Africa, we would support 
him to the extent of six divisions with proportionable 
Air Force assistance and Naval aid, (The Chiefs of 
Staff had felt that the allocation of such a force was 
not beyond our powers)  We would also be willing to e
enter into Staff Conversations to deal with the 

situation in the event of the Germans attempting to 

occupy Tangier0 


Since this aide-memoire for M. Dupuy had 

been written it had been suggested that Marshal Petain 

was in need of support in his resistance to German 

demands and that it would help him if he was informed 

of what we were proposing to say to General Feygand

Similar information had, therefore, been sent to the e 


Marshal on the previous Saturday. 


The Prime Minister added that he now wondered 

whether it would be advisable to send a further message 

to both Marshal Petain and General Weygand, to the 

effect that we would give every facility for the 

mobilisation and departure of the French Fleet from 

Alexandria should the situation demand it0 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that he ought to make it clear that the offar of six 

divisions to support the French in North Africa would 

be in diminution of the forces available to reinforce 

the Middle East0 


THE PRIME MINISTER.said that this was 

1
understood,


The War.Cabinet took note of the 

above discussion. 


Great George Street, S. W. 1. 
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ROYAL NAVY. THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the RENOWN 

would have to be docked. Further, a signal had 


Mediterranean been received from the Commander-in-Chief, 

Fleet Mediterranean, that he wished to be free to use the 

Movements. Navy to assist in operations in the Western Desert 


up to the 6th January. It would therefore be 

necessary to postpone the operation of escorting 

motor-transport ships through the Mediterranean until 

after that date. These signals had been telephoned 

to the Prime Minister on the previous day, and he had 

agreed that the operation of escorting these vessels 

through the Mediterranean should be postponed. 


Great George Street, S.W.1. 



